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7 Claims. (01. 126-65) 
. vThis invention relates'to stoves,'and with re 
gard to certain more speci?c features, toportable 
stoves, 'particularly for burning coal andrwood 
and for'domestic or camp use. 
Among the several objects of the invention 

may be noted the provision of a light, sheet-metal 
.stove' which may be . manufactured: by methods 
.known to the sheet-metal stove industryythe 
‘provision ofa'stove of this class which may be 

v10 readily knocked down and nested for shipment 
.in compact packages; the provision'of a stove 
of this class which shall‘have-an improved form 

‘of. combustion chamber and‘ draft arrangement; 
andthe provision of a stove of this‘class which 

15.:shal1 have'a pleasing an'dmodern appearance. 
Other objects will be in part obvious and in part 
pointed out hereinafter. ~ ' 

The invention-accordingly comprises the-ele 
ments and combinations of ‘elements, features of 

20 constructiongand arrangements of'parts which 
--willxbe exempli?ed in the structures v‘hereinafter 
:dBscribed, and the scope of the application of 
which'will be indicated inthe following claims. 

vIn theaccompanying drawings, in which is vil 
25 lustrated one-of various possibleiembodiments of 

.the'inventio'n,‘ ~- ~ * r , > 

vI-Fig. l is aiperspective view of the'stove; 1 ‘ 
. ~~Fig.:2; is ‘a sidelelevation showing the rear end 
ofrthe stove; ' 

~30 - Fig. :3 is"a horizontalsection taken substan 
tially on 11116.34“ Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a detail of a hinge element; I 
Fig. '51is-~a-.-vertical'section- taken on line;-5--5 

-. of showing'a door; ‘ 

‘35 "-Fig. -6 is a rear- elevation of the door; 
--1Fig.'7 is across section taken on line 1—‘I of 
rFig?l; I V - ‘ ‘ 

Fig; Elisa-perspective view of the bottom‘ piece 
‘of the ‘stove; ' ' ‘I ~ ‘ 

40 j.~Fig.f9 is aside elevation,parts-“being shown in 
section, showing one method of" nesting the stove 
elements for'ish-ipznent; , 

10 is :a view similar to-Figure-l showing 
another‘form- of the invention; ' r ' 

'45 '-:Fig. 11 ‘isra longitudinal'section ‘of the form 
"of the invention shown in Fig. 10; and, 
“Fig?lzis'a fragmentary, sectional detail taken 

"along‘line I2—¢l2 of Fig.<10; I \ ‘ 

Similar reference characters indicate corre 
50 sponding parts throughout the several views of 

:the drawings. ' 

.-Heretofore' sheet iron stoves'have ‘been made 
informs 'which‘not only have ‘an ill-‘appearance 
but‘which'are fdif?cult to‘ship because they can— 

'55 IlOt‘ibHkIIOCkGd down'and'nested so as to'iorm 

a manageable package’for any substantialnum 
ber of stoves. They have furthermore'had forms 
not welladapted to burning wood, such as cir 
cular; elliptical and like forms. This has‘been 
particularly true of wood burning stoves for in- 5 
door use. 
Referring now more. particularly to Fig. 1, there 

is shown at numeral I a bodyportion of the stove 
comprising a U-shaped sheet'3 forming the sides 
5 and top ‘I. The sides Sand top ‘I are provided ‘ 
with indentations 9 for strengthening the other 
wise plane surfaces. While these indentations 
are shown as ridges ‘in the‘ present embodiment, 
it is to be understood that theymay be made 
according to other forms. I 
Rolled to the U-shaped piece» 3 are end pieces 

515 

II and I3 which, with the U-shaped piece 3, form 7 
a hollow'frusto-pyramid, having an open bottom. 
It is to beunderstood that instead of using a 
roll fastening,~bolts and nuts, tongues and slots 
and/or retaining bands may be used'for. joining 
the parts 3, II and’l3. . g p I , 

In Fig. 8 is- shown the bottom I5 of the stove 
which comprises a ?at-sheet having narrow 
frusto-pyramidal sides I‘! at the base of which > 
is outwardly rolled a bottom bead I9. This bot 
tom telescopes through the lower opening of- the 
stoveso that the said rectangular opening seats 
behind the bead I9 (Fig. 1). If coal is to be used 
a grate is used on the bottom and a suitable ash 
door is placed in the bottom'of the. front mem 
ber 5. ‘ ' ' 

Holes 2I provide for fastening the bottom‘ I 5 to 
the frusto-pyramid. Corresponding flioles are 
placed at the corners of the body I, and also cor 
responding holes in supporting legs '23, so that 
single bolts hold the respective legs 23 and. bottom 
I5. Corresponding holes in the legs 23 serve to 
.permit application of bolts 25 for preventing rota 
tion of said legs 23. The legs may be cast, forged 
or stamped. ' 

It will be seen that the bottom edge of the body 
I is recessed behind» the rolled bead‘ I 9 so that said 
bead I9 onthe bottom I5 forms a trim for the 
bottom of the body I. The positioning of the bead 
I9 outside of the lower edge of the frusto-pyram 
idal body I insures rigidity after the. stove is 
assembled,>because it tends to maintain the'lower 
rectangular openingof the body iinproper form 
and. prevents any incipient separation at the 
rolled seams between parts 5, l I and I3. 
The'rearward wall II of the body- portion I>is 

provided with a smoke pipe 21 having a removable 
connection ‘29 ..so that the .smoke ,pipe- may: be 
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2 
taken off and/or rotated before reapplication, as 
indicated by the dotted lines. 
The front wall I3 is formed with an indentation 

3I having a bottom ledge 32 and providing a sub 
stantially vertical wall 33 having an indentation 
34 for supporting a ?ring door 35. 
The ?ring door 35, as shown at Fig. 5, is of spe 

cial construction and consists of a bulged sheet 
31 having a rolled edge 39 and an adjustable draft 
control 4|. Interiorly, a baffle 43 is spot welded 
about the edges of the bulge 31 but leaving an 
opening 45 at the bottom of the bulge, so that air 
entering the draft control M is forced down 
wardly, to be preheated as it flows over the ba?ie 
43, and entering the stove at the opening 45 in a 
preheated condition. Rolled edges 41 on the 
opening which the door covers cooperate with 
rolled door edges 39 to improve the seal of the 
door 31 with respect to the surface 33. 
The door 31 is mounted on hinge elements such 

as shown in Fig. 4. Each hinge element is fas 
tened inside to the depressed portions 34 by means 
of a rivet hole 36 and comprises a hook portion 49 
which is adapted to pass through a corresponding 
opening 5I within the rolled edge 39 of the door 
(see Fig. 6) . By applying the hook 49 through the 
openings 5I and causing it to pass round the head 
39, the door may be hinged at as many places as 
may be desired. In the present example, two 
hinges are used. A suitable latch 53 is used for 
holding the door shut. 
In order to obtain primary air below the ?re, 

the ledge 32 is provided with a plurality of open 
ings 55 (see Figs. 1, '7 and 9) adapted to register 
with a corresponding plurality of openings 51 in a 
sliding register piece 59. The register piece 59 
is held to’ the face of the ledge 3| by a fastener 
BI slidable in a slot 63. The degree of sliding 
movement of the register piece 59 and the recess 
3| is such as to bring the openings 51 and 55 into 
or out of register. A ?nger piece 65 is turned up 
to function as a control. 
The rear and front members I I and I3 are 

beaded to the U-shaped central member I during 
manufacture and these three pieces form a per 
manent frusto-pyramid which may readily be 
nested with other like frusto-pyramids from other 
stoves of like or different size, thus making a 
compact nestible arrangement for shipment. At 
the same time the frusto-pyramidal bottoms I5 
may be stacked and laid with the stacked frusto 
pyramids (see Fig. 9). The small number of mis 
cellaneous parts such as the legs 23, pipes 21 and 
doors 35 may be removed and carried inside the 
frusto-pyramids. 
Thus a plurality of stoves, when knocked down 

for shipping, take up little space. All of the body 
parts being made of sheet iron, the stove is light. 
The gauge of the sheet iron is, however, substan 
tial so as to provide a substantially rigid struc 

ture. 
The frusto-pyramid form of the stove has sev 

eral advantages. This form provides a relatively 
large rectangular bottom upon which logs or 
sticks of wood may lie in such a way that a maxi 
mum amount of wood may be placed in the stove 
at one time. No wood members need to lie at 
diagonals against the sides of the stove, as is 
necessary in the old elliptical and circular forms 
of wood burning stove. The spreading nature of 
the downward regions of the interior assure ample 
space in which lies this wood, and the tapering 
features of the upper regions insure that there 
will be no useless dead air pockets in the draft 
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circulating systems. At the same time, the radiat 
ing surfaces 5 are directed upwardly so as to 
provide the emission of heat in the direction most 
desired. Also, the flat top 1 may be used for sup 
porting vessels to be heated without interference 
from ?ring holes or smoke pipe attachments. 
The rectangular ?ring door in the recess 3| 

provides not only ample room for placing wood 
but for inserting a shovel for the removal of 
ashes. The old type of wood stove having an 
opening in the top was not easily cleaned, where 
as this stove is. 
In Figs. 10 to 12 is shown another form of the 

invention in which the frusto-pyramidal form is 
used but the central U-shaped portion 1 is so 
articulated to the end members I I and I3 so that 
these parts are separable for shipping purposes. 
This is accomplished by telescoping the end mem 
bers II and I3 over the end portions of the U 
shaped member 1 and providing bolt holes 
through which bolts 2 may be passed. The bolts 
2 also hold in position nickle-plated or like deco 
rative beading 4. ' 
Furthermore, in this embodiment of the inven 

tion the legs 23 are pressed integrally with the 
end members I I and I3 so that one shell is eifec 
tive to form the stove and the legs thereof. In 
this case, the telescoping bottom I5 is provided 
with the same type of bead I9, except that the 
bead is relieved at points which are necessary for 
positioning of the legs 23, as shown in Fig. 10. 
It will also be noted from Fig. 11 that the bot 
tom I5 is illustrated at B as being corrugated for 
purposes of stiffening the same. This corruga 
tion may also be applied to the form of bottom 
shown in Fig. 8. 
Another feature of the alternative form of the 

invention is that, instead of placing the smoke 
pipe connection on the rear end II, it is placed 
in the top of the stove and in the U-shapé'd mem- 40 
her 1. This is accomplished by cutting an open 
ing and forming a receiving bead 8 for the pipe 
nipple III. _ This procedure reduces the top area 
of the stove but still the ?at area at this region is 
greater than that employed on previous wood 
stoves where the ?ring door was also on the top. 
It will be understood that although the smoke 
pipe connection in Figs. 10 to 12, is shown as be 
ing round, that it may also be elliptical if desired, 
and that in the latter case, it may also be placed 
at or near the curved top‘portion of the back 
member II. 
Another feature in the alternative construction 

is that the door 35 is hinged at the bottom, as in 
dicated by hinges I2. An adjustable draft inlet 
I4 is used below the door and an adjustable draft 
inlet IS on the door. A draft de?ector 43 has 
also been shown in connection with the door in 
the form of the invention shown in Figs. 10 to 12. 
In view of the above, it will be seen that the 

several objects of the invention are achieved and 
other advantageous results attained. 
As many changes could be made in carrying out 

the above constructions without departing from 
the scope of the invention, it is intended that all 
matter contained in the above description or 
shown in the accompanying drawings shall be in 
terpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting 
sense. 
We claim: 
1. In a stove, a frusto-pyramidal sheet-iron 

body, said body having an opening at the bottom, 
a bottom adapted to ?t said opening, said bottom 
having a raised frusto-pyramidal portion tele 
scoping with said body portion, and an exterior, 
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upwardly formed bead about the base of the bot 
tom behind which the lower edge of the body 
portion is adapted to rest. 

2. In a stove, a frusto-pyramidal body, said 
body consisting of an integral U-shaped central 
member having sloping sides, a separate sloping 
rearward member fastened to said central mem 
ber and a separate sloping forward member fas 
tened to said central member, said body having a 
bottom edge forming an opening, and a frusto 
pyramidal bottom telescoping said body at said 
opening. 

3. In a stove, a frusto-pyramidal body, said 
body consisting of an integral U-shaped central 
member having sloping sides, a sloping rearward 
member fastened to said central member and a 
sloping forward member fastened to said central 
member, said body having a bottom edge forming 
an opening, a frusto-pyramidal bottom telescop 
ing said body at said opening, said bottom having 
a bead at its lower edge lying outside of the body 
edge when assembled. 

4. In a stove, a frusto-pyramidal body, said 
body consisting of an integral U-shaped central 
member having sloping sides, a sloping rearward 
member fastened to said central member and a 
sloping forward member fastened to said central 
member, said body having a bottom edge forming 
an opening, a frusto-pyramidal bottom telescop 
ing said body at said opening, said bottom having 
a bead at its lower edge lying outside of the body 
edge when assembled, said rearward member ex 
clusively having a smoke pipe connection and 
said forward member exclusively having a ?ring 
door therein. 

5. In a stove, a frusto-pyramidal body, said 

body consisting of an integral U-shaped central 
member having sloping sides, a sloping rearward 
member fastened to said central member and a 
sloping forward member fastened to said central 
member, said body having a bottom edge forming 
an opening, a frusto-pyramidal bottom telescop 
ing said body at said opening, said bottom hav 
ing a bead at its lower edge lying outside of the 
body edge when assembled, said rearward mem 
ber exclusively having a smoke pipe connection 
and said forward member exclusively having a 
?ring door therein, said U-shaped central mem 
ber having a substantially unbroken ?at upper 
surface. 

6. In a stove, a frusto-pyramidal body, said 
body having an opening at the bottom and down 
wardly extending legs from said body located at 
intervals, a bottom adapted to ?t said opening, 
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said body having a raised frusto-pyramidal por- ' 
tion telescoping with said body portion, said bot 
tom having a beaded portion adapted to lie out 
side the edge of said opening except at points 
occupied by said legs. 

7. In a stove, a trusts-pyramidal body, said 
body having an opening at the bottom and down 
wardly extending legs from said body located at 
intervals, a bottom adapted to ?t said opening, 
said body having a raised frusto-pyramidal por 
tion telescoping with said body portion, said bot 
tom having a beaded portion adapted to lie out 
side the edge of said opening except at points oc 
cupied by said legs, said opening having a rec 
tangular shape and said legs being located at the 
corners thereof. 

STANLEY F. JACKES. 
FREDERICK W. PAVE'Y. 
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